




Newcastle All Breeds Dog Training Club Inc 

COVID-19 Plan for Competitors, Judges and Stewards 

Due to COVID-19 the Newcastle All Breeds Dog Training Club have implemented the following 
precautionary measures for the conduct of trials for everyone’s safety. 

This trial will be conducted in accordance with the recommendations of DOGS NSW in relation to 
Obedience and Rally Obedience. All officials, competitors and attendees agree to abide by the 
recommendations relating to the conduct of the trial and agree to follow the directions of Club 
Officials in relation to enforcing these requirements.  

IMPORTANT: Any person who has visited a government listed COVID-19 Lockdown area, restricted 
facility or Hot Spot within 14 days of this trial MUST NOT attend. 

x Do not attend if you have flu like symptoms (such as coughing, sore throat and fatigue) or 
been in contact with someone who has or is suspected to have COVID-19 

x Hygiene – hand sanitation, coughing etiquette, self distancing (1.5 meters) and avoid 
unnecessary contact (e.g. hand shakes) Competitors should have their own sanitiser 

x All participants are encouraged to download government COVID-19 app 
 

x Catalogues will be posted on Newcastle All Breeds Dog Training Club Website 
www.newdog.org.au and face book page facebook.com/Newcastle-All-Breeds-Dog-Training-
Club for competitors to download. 

x Competitor numbers will be placed in sealed envelopes for collection at the trial 
 

x All participants are to sanitise and complete the Covid-19 register prior to entering the trial 
site before each trial. The trial grounds have a designated entry and exit point. 
 

COMPETITORS’ RESPONSIBILITIES 
 

x Competitors are to stay within the allocated area for each class and bring their own chair, 
fixed seating will not be available for use on the ground. Gazebos are to be spaced 1.5 meters 
apart unless walls are used. F if unsuccessful you are encouraged to leave the grounds. 
 

x All necessary equipment should be brought to ring in a plastic box which would be placed on 
a designated table near the ring rope. The equipment in the box should be easily accessible to 
the steward. All equipment, especially, gloves, scent articles and cloths are clean and aired – 
this will assist in eliminating any cross contamination. The Judge may not accept unwashed 
cloths, gloves, or articles. Gloves should be flat in equipment box, so steward can pick up with 
tongs. 
 

x Rings A cone will denote the waiting point for the next competitor to allow movement in and 
out of the ring at an appropriate distance.  
 

x Cleaning Individual sanitiser, wipes and gloves will be provided by the NABDTC and be 
available at the ring for all personnel.  
 
Soap, sanitiser and paper towels will be available in the toilets. 
  
After each competitor, the judges table and competitor’s table will be cleaned. 

http://www.newdog.org.au/


 
 

x Equipment Hand sanitiser / gloves must be used by the judge and steward after handling all 
equipment, including jumps. If gloves are used they must be disposed of after handling any 
equipment. 
 

x Trophy presentation will be performed at the conclusion of each ring so competitors can leave. 
Prizes and qualifications will placed in a sealed bag placed on a table for competitor to pick 
up. 

 

Temporary amendment to ANKC Rules 

Collars and Leads 

x The minimum length of lead will be 750 mm and it will be fitted with a quick release fastener. 
In exercises that require a dog to be off-lead, the lead will be taken off and retained by the 
handler at the Start Peg. 

Heel on Lead (Page 18):  
Description of Exercise for the Community Companion Dog, Novice and Open Classes  
 

x The Handler and dog must execute a 'Figure Eight' at normal pace in which they must heel at 
least twice around two Stewards standing approximately four and a half (4.5) metres apart. 
There must be at least one 'Halt' during this portion of the exercise.  

  
PLEASE NOTE: Once social distancing rules have been lifted, these two exercises must comply with 
the current Obedience rules immediately 

OBEDIENCE  

1. CCD Lead - see temporary amendment to ANKC Rule Figure 8 - see temporary amendment to ANKC 
Rule. Stand for Examination. Min length of the lead is 750mm. See temporary amendment to ANKC 
Rule Stays – leads to be retained by handler  

2. CD Lead - see temporary amendment to ANKC Rule Figure 8 - see temporary amendment to ANKC 
Rule Retrieve Dumbbell. - The handler to bring equipment in a plastic box. Handler to collect dumbbell 
before start of exercise. At the end of the exercise the dumbbell should be returned to the box or kept 
on their person out of sight. Stays – leads to be retained by handler  

3. CDX Handlers to bring their equipment in a plastic box. Lead - see temporary amendment to ANKC 
Rule Retrieve Dumbbell. The handler to bring equipment in a plastic box. Handler to collect dumbbell 
before start of exercise. At the end of the exercise the dumbbell should be returned to the box or kept 
on their person out of sight. Gloves for CDX. Clean, aired gloves should be presented by handler. These 
should be flat in the handler’s equipment tub and the steward would place them out using tongs. 
Jumps for CDX. Sanitiser or gloves to be used before and after each setup Stays – leads to be retained 
by handler  

4. UD Seek Back – Judge uses tongs already. These should be sanitised for each dog. Scent 
Discrimination - Steward to use gloves to handle container and then place articles without the glove. 
The articles should be clean and aired before the trial. At the end of the exercise the steward would 
collect articles with gloves. Handler to place the returned articles in their pocket and at the end of the 



exercise place them in their equipment box. Food – Rather than the steward bringing food to judge, 
the judge should collect it from the table and be the only person handling this. Gloves. The gloves 
should be clean and aired. These should be flat in the handler’s equipment box and the steward would 
place them out using tongs. Jumps -Sanitiser or gloves to be used before and after each setup Stays – 
leads to be retained by handler  

5. UDX Seek Back With Decoy. Judge has scented article in tongs. Tongs should be sanitised after each 
dog. Steward would need to scent article and then sanitise hands after this exercise. Scent 
Discrimination Judges Scent Cloths must be clean. Steward to place cloths by hand. Handler may use 
gloves or tongs to take cloth from Judge. Multiple Retrieve Steward to use tongs to place articles on 
ground. Judges and Stewards The affiliate will provide individual bowls of water, soap, paper 
handtowels, sanitiser and gloves which will be available at the ring for all personnel. Judges and 
stewards should wear gloves or sanitise / wash their hands after each dog. 

Rally 

Hand sanitiser/ gloves must be used by the judge and steward after handling all equipment, including 
jumps, cones and signs. If gloves are used they must be disposed of after handling any equipment. 
Lead to be retained by handler.  

Walk-throughs A maximum of 20 competitors at one time for 10 minutes to allow for social distancing 
to be maintained. 

JUDGES AND STEWARDS 

The NABDTC will provide individual bowls of water, soap, paper towel, sanitiser and gloves which will 
be available at the ring for all personnel. 

Judges and stewards should wear gloves or sanitise / wash their hands after each dog. 

The judge and the steward will have their own dedicated set of tongs and sanitise after each dog. 

To eliminate steward handling Judge’s score card, the Judge should place their card on the ground for 
Stand for Examination and then read the scores out to the steward at the end of each dog’s 
performance, to be noted on board.  

Judges and stewards will be given the option to bring their own meal or the NABDTC will provide a 
pre-packaged meal from a licenced food supplier which will be discussed prior to the trial. 


































